Full Description

Up the ante with the 66fit Fitness Weight Set
The 66fit Adjustable Weights Set is the perfect companion to your existing exercise regime enabling you to up the ante and go
that extra mile.
Our six-piece Weight Set features 2 x 0.5kg wrist weights, 2 x 0.5kg ankle weights and 2 x 1kg dumbbells.
Used as part of your regular training programme the 66fit Ankle/ Wrist and Dumbbell Weight Set will help tone, strengthen and
increase muscle while you work.
Our weights are widely recommended for a variety of fitness, strength, toning and rehabilitation workouts. Ideal for leg and upper
body work.
Why Choose the 66fit 6 Piece Adjustable Weight Set?
Manufactured to a high standard the 66fit Fitness Set is a versatile, easy-to-use product designed with portability, practicality and
easy storage in mind.
Each individual sand-filled weight is fully adjustable with a comfortable durable neoprene foam outer layer.
The ankle and wrist weights feature hook and loop attachments with the dumbbells boasting foam covered handles for maximum
comfort during use.
All of the weights are unisex, one size fits all. Easy to fit, simply use the adjustable straps provided to fit and secure with the
Velcro tabs.
The colour box features instructional graphics to show how to use the weights, with additional in-depth videos available online.

Features

The 66fit Adjustable Ankle and Hand Weight Set is ideal for anyone requiring a complete set of ankle, wrist and dumbbell weights.
Six piece set comprises 2 x 0.5kg wrist 2 x 0.5kg ankle and 2 x 1kg dumbbell weights.
Sand-filled weights. Comfortable neoprene outer layer. Foam covered dumbbell handles.
Fully adjustable unisex weight set. One size fits all.
Ideal for fitness, strength, toning and rehabilitation exercise. Suitable for home or gym use.
Specification
Colour: Grey/ Black
Main materials: Sand-filled, Nylon
Presented in: Colour Box
Packed Weight: 4.5kg
Made in China

